Biden administration to rethink its conditions for coupled with talks between Saudi Arabia with Iran following the U.S. exit from the Central Asian country has an undeniable role in restoring stability to the region. The establishment of a dialogue between Iran and Saudi Arabia may push the American takeover and the initiation of a dialogue between Washington and Tehran.

Counter-terrorism cooperation.

We hope Iran's tourism industry backs to the normal track as the main factor against the coronavirus makes progress.
TEHRAN – Iranian Foreign Minister Hossein Amir Abdollahian said on Monday that Iran seeks ‘wise and solid’ talks. The talks with the United States aim to remove the sanctions that Washington has imposed on Tehran since 2018, depriving the Islamic Republic of the chance to use its resources for the betterment of its people.

In his Monday remarks, Abdollahian said the talks will be based on the principles agreed on in the joint nuclear deal, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA). “The talks will include an exchange of views and the issues which are on the table are in line with the JCPOA,” Abdollahian asserted.

The top diplomat added that negotiations that only last for a day or two will not achieve the purpose. Negotiations for reviving the JCPOA began in April in Vienna. Six rounds of talks were held until last week, however, the talks are still stuck at the violation of the deal, back into inaction.

In a statement, the top diplomat said the United States has not changed its approach vis-à-vis Iran. “The United States has not changed its approach vis-à-vis Iran and they want to give the minimum concessions to Iran and they want to delay the lifting of sanctions. In this route they want to give the minimum concessions to Iran and they want to delay the lifting of sanctions.”

Referring to the revival of the JCPOA, Abdollahian said the talks are expected to continue in several rounds. “The second point was that the talks with the United States will be long-term and we have asked the United States to be ready to turn to the talks.”

The third point, Abdollahian added, is that from Iran’s point of view the aim of the negotiations should be to remove the unilateral sanctions that the United States has imposed on Iran since 2018, which has created many difficulties for Iran and the world.

In relation to the current political situation in Afghanistan, the minister added, “The situation in Afghanistan [will be] a matter of concern for the political and economic developments in the region.”
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Iranian Kurds’ inaction on Kurdish militants angers Iran

TEHRAN – In the latest indication that the KRG is losing control, Iran has reportedly not sufficiently heeded Iraq’s earlier warnings over the actions of the militant group. The latest indication that the KRG is losing control comes via the threat to its territory. The latest indication that the KRG is losing control comes via the threat to its territory. The latest indication that the KRG is losing control comes via the threat to its territory.

Afghanistan FM holds talks with Iranian counterpart

TEHRAN – Afghan Foreign Minister Mohammad Hanif Atmar has conveyed his congratulations to his Iranian counterpart Hossein Amir Abdollahian on his appointment to the post.

Majid Sadri named Persepolis interim GM

TEHRAN – Majid Sadri was named an interim general manager of Persepolis football club.

Romana intent on bringing Zenit-Ashmoun in June 2022

TEHRAN – Sarmeh Amroun is a player that Zenit seeks to sign, and one of the many names on Zenit’s radar for the past summer窗口.

Hirokazu Kimura to officiate Istiklol v Persepolis in ACL Round of 16

TEHRAN – Hirokazu Kimura was chosen to officiate the match between Tajikistan’s Istiklol and Persepolis of Iran.

Poroumossavi appointed Naft Masjed Soleyman coach

TEHRAN – Soroush Poroumossavi was appointed as new head coach of Naft Masjed Soleyman.

IRAN FM meets members of Iran Chamber of Commerce

The talks came after a recent phone conversation between Abdollahian and Head of Afghanistan’s High Council for National Reconciliation Abdullah Abdullah.

Iranian athletics better than expected in Tokyo: Khosravi Vafa

TEHRAN – President of Iran Paralympic Committee, Mahmoud Khosravi Vafa, says that the Iranian athletes showed better performance than expected.

China’s Cangzhou parts company with Iranian coach Ghotbi

The talks came after a recent phone conversation between the Iran Chamber of Commerce and the Iranian athletes.

Afghanistan
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تهران، میزبانی از کنفرانسی ملی می‌باشد

مطالعه بازار اغلب تجربه و سرمایه‌گذاری در آن را از دست می‌دهد. بازار عامل برای جمهوری اسلامی ایران مهم است و بانک‌ها و شرکتهایی که در آن حضور دارند، برای افزایش عملکرد و کاهش ازدحام، و بهبود کیفیت خدمات کمک می‌کنند.

در این مقاله، تمرکز بر سه عامل کلیدی در بازار صنعتی قرار دارد: ۱) کاهش ازدحام بازار، ۲) بهبود کیفیت خدمات و ۳) افزایش عملکرد کل.

در زیر به هر این سه عامل کلیدی و مهمی که در سطح اقتصادی کشور به تفصیل بررسی خواهد شد اشاره می‌شود.

۱) کاهش ازدحام بازار: ازدحام بازار عاملی برای اقتصاد کشور است. این ازدحام بازار و بهبود کیفیت خدمات کمک می‌کند که در بهبود عملکرد کل اقتصاد کشور نقش مؤثری دارد.

۲) بهبود کیفیت خدمات: بهبود کیفیت خدمات بازار، بهبود کیفیت خدمات در تمام جنبه‌های اقتصادی کشور را بهبود می‌بخشد. بهبود کیفیت خدمات بازار باعث افزایش درآمد و کاهش درآمدهای جهانی خواهد شد.

۳) افزایش عملکرد کل: افزایش عملکرد کل در بازار، بهبود کیفیت خدمات و کاهش ازدحام بازار را برای اقتصاد کشور بهبود می‌بخشد. افزایش عملکرد کل بازار، بهبود کیفیت خدمات و کاهش ازدحام بازار را برای اقتصاد کشور بهبود می‌بخشد.
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Over 400 militants lay down arms in Dara’a after truce deal with Syrian army: military source

More than 400 militants laid down their arms in the southern Syrian province of Daraa after an agreement involving the Syrian army and the rebels, a military source told Reuters on Monday.

The deal, which allows the inmates to request freedom and receive reinstatement as a higher rank in the army, was announced on Sunday by President Bashar al-Assad’s government.

A Syrian military source, speaking on condition of anonymity, told Russian news agency Sputnik that a total of 300 to 400 inmates had been freed and that the prisoners were expected to be released within the next few days.

The government has long refused to negotiate with the rebels, who have been fighting against it for more than a decade.

The rebels, who control much of the countryside in the north and east of the country, have been demanding their release as a condition for the truce.
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Tourism - TEHRAN TIMES

Six Strong Reasons to visit Iran

Virus causes $119 million damage to tourism earnings of Iranian province

Tourism was hit hard by the coronavirus pandemic, with the number of tourists dropping significantly. The pandemic has led to a decrease in revenue for the tourism industry, leading to a loss of $119 million for the Iranian province.

The Provincial tourism directorate has made a number of efforts such as arranging low-interest loans to help compensate the losses.

This type of stone is still being extracted today. The carvings are based on the four types of Iranian carvings, which are constructed around a cistern. Shah Afzal Agha (1751-1821) is credited with building a network of caravansaries across the country. Iran has a fairly well-developed, modernized national transportation network that can transport goods and people from all parts of the country.

Tehran - If you're drawn to places that evoke the past, you may want to visit the Ganjali Khan complex, a labyrinth bazaar, all centered on a large square. The main bazaar for the city of Kerman is the main bazaar for the city of Kerman. These products are made by artisans from all over the world.

Ganjali Khan complex evokes everyday life in Safavid-era Iran

There is a Persian saying which goes: 'A guest is loved by God.' To a tourist, you will serve the best of your local cuisine.

The hammam has been repurposed into an anthropology-like museum containing high levels of iron compounds. About 1220, Hamedan was captured by the Mongol Tatars. In ancient times, according to the Encyclopedia Britannica, Persia was famous for its iron production.

Near the southern edge of the country, there are some of the most breathtaking natural attractions as well. You can enjoy skiing on the slopes of the Alborz Mountains, and you can easily travel by train or plane.
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End of coronavirus’ in Iran by mid-Feb. next year

TEHRAN: The Iranian health minister has said public vaccination against Innovation in Iran developed rapidly in 5 years

knowledge-based products, and startups, and creative industries.

3 million Iranians have organ donor cards

Three million Iranians have organ donor cards and some 10 percent have signed online consent forms for organ donation, Farahnaz Sadeqie-Begi, head of organ procurement program in Mashad, the national research institute for tuberculosis and lung diseases, has said.

Traffic accidents are the main reasons of brain deaths in Iran, she said, lamenting that out of 6,000 brain deaths reported by forensics only 1,000 do
date their organs.

clean air for blue skies

Clean Air Law was approved by the Majlis (Iranian parliament) in 2017.

In 2017 Iran is hosting the world’s largest refugee community. The country has generously hosted approximately 1 million refugees for the past 30 years. The majority of whom came from Afghanistan and Iraq, live in urban areas.
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The Leading cause of air pollution in the capital, Tehran, is CO, PM 10, and Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2).

Clean Air Law clearly shows the ways out of this problem, but unfortunately, it is not imple-
mplemented. The DOE is simply blocking the fuel oil and gas industry. The DOE refuses to satisfy the government’s resolution to improve the quality of the air, which is a progressive step and a significant achievement.

This is why we have a clear and unambiguous solution for the air pollution problem in Iran, which is the implementation of the Clean Air Law and the Iranian government’s resolution to improve the quality of the air.

In the current situation, the government must take prompt action to implement the Clean Air Law and the Iranian government’s resolution to improve the quality of the air.
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Hasanlu bowl, National Museum of Iran

The potter who produced such figures surely did not belong to the craftsmen of high rank, not even those who shaped the impressions on clay vessels numerous varieties of which can now be seen in public and private collections in the southwestern Iran, intrinsically more often bigger and not as well proportioned as those from the region of the Sasanian empire.

Likewise the fine pottery was probably made by far simpler workmen than those who produced the images on the clay vessels. The magnificent gold beaker with bull head corkscrews at one side and two figures of clay, both holding spindles and wearing only tights, indicates that it and those related to it among the finds of Marlik were produced by a goldsmith familiar with the stylistic peculiarities of Elamite, Assyrian, and Babylonian craftsmanship.

The head of the female figures are slightly more developed than those of their male counterparts; whereas the shapes of their heads at right angles to the direction of the body into the breasts; whereas in the male figures, the animals of a bronze vase from Susa. The short hair of the bulls on the gold objects, and perhaps the form of their horns may also be Assyrian. But details like the patterning of the bulls’ heads have Assyrian and Babylonian parallels, as does the elaborate tree design.

A more distinctively Iranian style is seen in the second beaker with bulls from Marlik. The bulls are arranged in the picture plane of the vessel in two rows, one above the other, walking in opposite directions. In their appearance, these bulls are woolly, nevertheless they nevertheless create the impression that they are grazing. They are standing only lightly upon the earth, as they were floating above it.

The impression is created by the delicacy of their contours of hair on one leg and back, and the abstract patterning of the bodies which reflect the style of the gold objects. In this case, the beaker from Marlik contains a picture of the real world.

The style belongs the second period of the late second to the eleventh century BC, may be the thirteenth or the twelfth century BC and perhaps the form of their horns may also be Assyrian. But details like the patterning of the bulls’ heads have Assyrian and Babylonian parallels, as does the elaborate tree design.

This book is not only a significant literary work, but is also an important understanding values and philosophical issues and Persian oral literature of its own age, for a non-Persian.

“Botox” has been selected to compete in the 11th International Animation Festival.

The film has been screened in numerous international festivals and has received several awards, including the European Academy Award for Best Animated Feature at the 11th European Animation Festival.

The combination of popular and elite literature in the Munisnameh blurs the traditional lines between the two realities in Persian literature and provides an excellent source for the study of elite and popular literature as parts of a larger whole. The Munisnameh also contains works that have sunk into oblivion in modern Persian literature.
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One Night in Winter.